History of GCR Suburban Brake No.575, five-compartment 3rd class
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Originally consisting of five, third class, compartments and a luggage or brake end.
This Carriage was built to the design of John G. Robinson, Chief Mechanical Engineer (CME) at Gorton,
Manchester by Cravens Railway Carriage and Wagon Company Limited, a railway rolling stock builder in the
Darnall district of Sheffield, in 1905/06, for suburban traffic.
Built to: GCR Diagram No. 3A4
General Drg 3037, Underframe Drg 2936 and Bogie Drg 2954
LNER code 5083 (from c1937)
Note: GCR-RST will use the GCR number 575 and a build date of 1905 so that we, RST, our members
and all other readers, have no confusion.
Max Height
12’– 5 ¾”
Height rail to roof 12’– 1”
Width over body
8’– 6”
Length over body
50’– 0”
Length over headstock 49’– 4”
Length over buffers
53’– 1 ½”
Bogie centres
33’– 6”
Bogie wheelbase
8’– 0”
Tare weight
26ton 12cwt 0q
Seating capacity
50
Comprising
5 x 6’- 2” wide, 3rd class, compartments.
Guard’s / Luggage compartment length 18’- 2”.
Carriage Details.
The whole is dependent on the width of the body. This vehicle was one of many built for suburban traffic, but
some were built 2" narrower i.e. 8’– 4” width for longer distance work, to allow them to run over other
companies' lines which did not have as generous a load gauge as the GCR, e.g. the SECR, GER.
If it had been 8'- 4" wide it would have been a Gorton-built carriage, GCR diagram 3A3, LNER code 5082
No.575 is confirmed as a Cravens-built vehicle, all of which were built to 8'- 6" width, GCR diagram 3A4,
LNER code 5083.
---------------------------------The mainline pre-grouping companies mainly favoured the vacuum brake system, but some, the N.E.R. and
G.E.R. for example, used the Westinghouse air brake.
Most of the ‘London Suburban’ carriages were vacuum braked only, but some composites had dual brakes, so
that other companies' passenger engines could take over a train from a G.C.R. locomotive and work the train
over their lines. We do not know if this included No.575.
Some of the Suburbans also received plain red livery under British Railways (BR). No.575 is unlikely to have
been included due to its relatively early retirement from regular service (1951).
----------------------------------Body History under G.C.R., L.N.E.R. and B.R.
GCR-RST - Body number decision.
A batch of 24 carriages, which included No.575, were ordered on 22nd May 1905 at a cost of £1591 each.
The type was given running numbers in the 572 - 593 series and 595.
Note: One vehicle is missing in the number series.
We know that the GCR ordered 24, so one immediately suspects that No. 594 was destroyed in some sort of
early accident.
Later in 1913, GCR carriage No. 594 was built as a 60' corridor third, which suggests that the original 50' brake
third of that number was lost before 1913.
All of the stock were withdrawn from ordinary passenger service, mainly in the 1950s, with several passing into
departmental stock. Nos. 589 and 591 even became mess/tool vans in the Doncaster area. Our carriage,
however, was not one of these.
The majority of this batch were withdrawn after October 1951 – the date our carriage was bought from British
Railway’s Doncaster Railway Works, (a large plant located in the town of Doncaster, South Yorkshire. Always
referred to as "the Plant", it was established by the Great Northern Railway in 1853, replacing their previous
works in Boston and Peterborough).
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Two carriages were taken out of service in 1946, and it is felt that these would not have lasted another 6 years
or so, long enough to be sold in 1951. They would have been burnt, the accepted way to dispose of wooden
bodies in those days.
Only 3 carriages from this batch were withdrawn in 1951, which were the next withdrawals:
No. 575 on 16/6/1951, No. 581 on 21/4/1951 and No. 592 on 19/5/1951.
It is believed that ours is one of these 3, but which?
Even if we can find a number stamped on a hinge or something, it will help, but not necessarily prove its true
number. We are hoping that a number will turn up when the various remaining metal fittings are examined in
detail at some future date.
Until we have a firm candidate, we have chosen to designate it as No.575, although the last 2 digits remain
unknown.
Unless in the future we establish the body’s true serial number, only a little is known for certain of No.575’s
operating life. John Quick, our GCR Historian, is of the opinion that it probably worked out of Marylebone for
several years, say from new to circa 1912, then it was moved to the northern part of the G.C.R rail system.

Life in Arnthorpe village.
22nd October 1951 - With his father, Dennis Stafford bought this body. It was cut into three sections at
Doncaster works for ease of transport and delivered to Arnthorpe, a village within the Metropolitan Borough of
Doncaster, complete with all partition doors and windows at 25 shillings (£1.25) per foot. total £61/5/0d
(£61.25)
It was bought for his sister Freda and husband Hans Schrenck, a German prisoner of war, who stayed on in
England after hostilities ceased. He had been made homeless in 1951 following a crucial operation that resulted
in the loss of his tied cottage and farm living.
The body was painted up and re-covered after it had been placed in their orchard garden next to an old air-raid
shelter. Twenty years later, a brick kitchen and hall were added covering one end.
Almost immediately it became unoccupied in early 1970s when Freda and Hans were able to purchase a house
close by. However, regular maintenance continued until early 2000s.
In 2001 the body was eyed in-situ in Arnthorpe by G.C.R.S. member Norman Fearnley.
The ‘find’ was in remarkable condition, with many original fittings remaining, door hinges, leather straps for
the drop-lights, side ventilators and heavily wallpapered internal partitions that, on later removal, hid graffiti
from the 1920s giving the latest Yorkshire cricket scores.
The external grab handles and most door fittings had all been weighed in to help pay the original costs,
otherwise little else was lost.
Threatened by the extension of an adjacent housing development, it was set to be burnt by the builders, as part
of the site clearance, early in 2003.
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Eighteen months after Norman had first raised the alarm and, with much head-scratching because of major
access problems, (low overhead power lines, new housing close by, protected trees, the brick kitchen add-on
and the old air-raid shelter), the body sections were separated, stiffened internally and finally craned out onto
three Collett and Sons Ltd, of Halifax, Specialist Heavy Transport lorries, and transported the 58 miles to their
new home at Ruddington, Nottinghamshire, to be reunited once again with G.C.R. metals at The Nottingham
Transport Heritage Centre.
The whole recovery took from 08.00 hours until 16.00 hours in one day, the lift out occupying 2 hours and the
placement about 1.5 hours with its landing onto a pre-prepared 57ft. ex. L.M.S. rolling frame purchased from
South Devon Railway – See chassis history below.

The task ahead - How do we get 3 large lorries up here Mrs Stafford wonders? (Photo: R. Tilden Smith)

Roping in the family. Clyde & his son working on the brick hall & kitchen (Photo: R. Tilden Smith)
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The brick kitchen extension in partially demolished state to free No.575 with the Air-Raid shelter on left. (Photo: R. Tilden Smith)

Part of the demolition gang take a well-earned break. L-R: unknown, Jim Kent, Clyde Pennington and David Pennington,
Richard Potter was still busy working with Richard Tilden Smith recording the evidence. (Photo: R. Tilden Smith)
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Hans Schrenck points out a scrap of history with unknown and Norman Fearnley looking on. (Photo: R. Tilden Smith)

Hans Schrenck bids farewell to his former home, with Norman Fearnley Rt. (Photo: R. Tilden Smith)
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Nottingham Transport Heritage Centre.
? 2003 - No.575 is reunited once again with G.C.R. metals at The Nottingham Transport Heritage Centre.
8th January 2004 - The carriage body was donated by Dennis Stafford to GCR-RST.
…………………………..

Two sections offloaded successfully and one to go supervised by Barry Horsley as dusk falls. (Photo: R. Tilden Smith)

June 2011 - 'Arnthorpe' Robinson Suburban Brake No.575 as reassembled at Ruddington on its 57ft LMS chassis (Photo: C. Pennington)

Since 2004, No.575 has remained in the yard at the Nottingham Transport Heritage Centre and has
unfortunately received several visits from vandals.
It has been extensively measured and photographed, both externally and internally, for record purposes.
It remains as delivered, stored externally on its donor chassis in the site yard and is rapidly succumbing to the
combined effects of vandalism and its exposure to the elements.
Its future use remains undetermined and we are open to ideas.
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History of LMS 57ft chassis

20-03-2002 57ft LMS chassis arrives at Nottingham Transport Heritage Centre, Ruddington. (Photo: ?)

Purchase arranged for Richard Tilden Smith by Gordon Maslin from Martyn Ashworth, South Devon Railway,
Buckfastleigh for the sum of £2500.
12th January 2002 - Gordon Maslin by letter “Arrangements have been concluded and the 50ft chassis (for
Clerestory body No.1663) purchased from owner Peter Twydle of South Devon Railway and ownership
transferred to Richard Tilden Smith, Chairman of GCR-RST. Initial thoughts - bolster wagon will go to
Bodmin, then the lorry will go to Buckfastleigh, South Devon, to collect the 57ft underframe (also purchased by
RTS for his GCR Suburban No. 575) to give Bodmin chance to swop equipment onto the new bolster wagon,
before releasing the 50ft underframe”.
19th March 2002 - Collected from Bodmin, along with a 57ft LMS chassis from South Devon Railway &
delivered by Allelys Heavy Haulage Ltd to the Nottingham Transport Heritage Centre, Ruddington on 20th
March, at a cost of £875 + VAT.
26th February 2002 - Donated by R Tilden Smith to GCR-RST.
2003 - Used as temporary chassis for GCR ‘Arnthorpe’ Suburban Brake (No.575)

Dymo tape on chassis reads:- LMS L?NE T, LOT No. 1359, 1944 ? (Photo: C. Pennington)
?Underframe ex LMS BG 31927 LMS None Gangwayed Full Brake, built 1944
Estimated Weight 18tons

